
Ground Speed Reporting 

In the PDF Report configuration options, click on the drop down box 

for “Spreading Track” and select “Working Line”. Then select drop 

down box for “Colour” and select “Vehicle Speed” to view the 

vehicle’s working speed range.  This will be displayed in colours, 

graphed from the slowest to fastest speeds registered.  (You also 

have the option of setting the Minimum and Maximum range limits, 

by selecting the “Restrict Heatmap Range”) 

Ability to filter Jobs using Markers column 

For example: Select a Marker type (Circle). You can then further 

filter this by selecting a Colour type (Red)   

Note:  You will have to select the Markers column as a “Visible 

Column” 

Change Activity type on multiple Jobs 

Select one or multiple jobs and click and edit the Activity field.  Click 

Save to make changes. This is useful for assigning “Activities” to 

returned Field Orders  

Time Taken / Time Working 

These are now viewable on the Job column details screen 

LINZ Maps 

Land Information NZ image database now incorporated into TMOL. 

This is located by clicking on the “Select Layers” button 

Last Treatment Date 

Reports the last date of treatment of a particular block. 

Useful for checking which specific date a block was treated as part 

of a job that extended over multiple days. 

Select Map and select an area (paddock).  A History box will appear 

and will include the “Last Treatment” date.   

Note: This will also display (when available) a Human Entry 

Restriction and Harvest Restriction Date 

Demo Log in 

If you are an existing TracMap customer, you no longer need to 

register to use the Demo site.  Select “HELP” from the top menu 

and then the appropriate demo choice 
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NEW UPDATES - To TracMap Online February 2016 

New Product Layout 

Product details are now displayed in a box on the right side.  This 

allows you to select and edit multiple products at once.   

The actions of Importing Products, selecting Standard Products List 

and Creating Special Mixes have been combined into a single 

“Actions” button  

Match Vehicles to Jobs 

We have replaced  Display Unit “Labels” with a new “Vehicles” 

Category.  The vehicle name assigned to a display unit at the time 

the job gets returned is permanently linked to that job.  This means 

you can shift Display Units between vehicles during the course of 

the year and subsequently filter and search jobs by vehicle.   

Note: The Vehicle name linked to a job can not be edited/changed 

once the job is returned. Make sure you change the Vehicle 

Assignment at the time the physical swap occurs.  

For all existing jobs in the TMOL system, we have assigned the 

present Label allocated to each Display Unit, but marked by a “(*)”. 

Eg: Truck 1(*), Fleet 4(*) 
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